
“We live in a wonderful world that is full 

of beauty, charm and adventure. There is 

no end to the adventures we can have if 

only we seek them with our eyes open.”

Jawaharlal Nehru
First Prime Minister of independent India, 1947-1964



by Roger Maki and Cal Jackson

A Workshop



When you complete this workshop, you should 
be able to:

� Create travel photographs that are better than mere 
snapshots

� Know how to use your camera’s settings and features to 
help you control the photographic process

� Identify opportunities for photographs that you may 
have overlooked in the past





City Streets

Take a driving or walking tour to get oriented



City Streets

Explore markets, streets, and parks



City Vistas

Find high vantage points to reveal city views



City Vistas

Shoot early or late in the day



City Vistas

At twilight use high ISOs, bracket exposures





ISO

International Standards Organization, or
International Organization for Standardization

• ISO number indicates camera sensor’s 
sensitivity to light

• A higher number means more sensitivity

• Typical ISO numbers = 100, 200, 400, 800, 
1600…

• Doubling the number doubles the 
sensitivity while halving the number halves 
the sensitivity



ISO

How to change your camera’s ISO setting



ISO

For a point-and-shoot camera use the Scene or Picture Mode menu.  
(Some cameras allow you to select an ISO “sensitivity range” or even 
specific ISO values.)



Bracketing Exposures

Take a photo at your camera’s recommended
exposure setting



Bracketing Exposures

Take a second photo of the same scene by
overexposing the image by +1 stop



Bracketing Exposures

Take a third photo of the same scene by
underexposing the image by -1 stop



Bracketing Exposures

Select the best of the three images



Bracketing Exposures

Or blend all three using HDR (high dynamic range) software



Bracketing Exposures

• Use your camera’s auto bracketing feature
or

• Manually increase and decrease shutter speed
– Shutter Priority mode (will affect motion in a dynamic scene)

or
• Manually increase and decrease aperture

– Aperture Priority mode (will affect depth of field)

or
• Manually increase and decrease ISO setting

– Will affect the amount of noise in the image

or
• Manually increase and decrease exposure

compensation



Bracketing Exposures

For a point-and-shoot camera press the exposure
compensation button, then set the amounts



f-stops

Example:



f-stops



Depth of Field (DOF)

The zone of acceptably sharp
focus within a photograph



Depth of Field (DOF)

DOF can be controlled by lens focal length

Wide angle: Extensive DOF



Depth of Field (DOF)

DOF can be controlled by lens focal length

Telephoto: Shallow DOF



Depth of Field (DOF)

DOF can be controlled by subject distance

Landscape distance: Extensive DOF



Depth of Field (DOF)

DOF can be controlled by subject distance

Macro distance: Shallow DOF



Depth of Field (DOF)

DOF can be controlled by the focused point

DOF extends about 1/3 in front of the point you focus on and 2/3 behind it



Depth of Field (DOF)

DOF can be controlled by the focused point

You can also use your lens’ hyperfocal distance
for a given focal length and aperture



Depth of Field (DOF)

Focus your lens at infinity and the leading edge

of the area that is in focus is the hyperfocal point

for that lens. Focus on that point instead of

infinity and you'll have the greatest range of focus

from infinity back toward your location.

What is hyperfocal distance?



Depth of Field (DOF)

Hyperfocal distance



Depth of Field (DOF)

A hyperfocal distance chart may be useful



Depth of Field (DOF)

A DOF cell phone app may also be useful



Depth of Field (DOF)

DOF can be controlled by aperture (f-stop)

Large aperture (f/2.8): Shallow DOF



Depth of Field (DOF)

DOF can be controlled by aperture (f-stop)

Small aperture (f/16): Extensive DOF



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



Royal Dwellings

Work from a distance to reveal setting



Royal Dwellings

Move close to capture telling details



Formal Gardens

Exploit high angles to show garden design



Formal Gardens

Use wide-angle lenses to exaggerate depth and distance



Formal Gardens

Arrive early to beat crowds



Landmarks and Monuments

Review postcard racks for traditional views



Landmarks and Monuments

Seek out distant or unusual views



Landmarks and Monuments

Look for interesting vignettes or details



Houses of Worship

Shoot exteriors from nearby with a very wide-angle lens



Houses of Worship

Move away and include surroundings





Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle “Keystoning”
Aiming a camera up at a tall subject from a low vantage point causes
normally parallel lines to converge at the top of the frame



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle “Keystoning”
Aiming a camera obliquely at a horizontal subject causes normally 
parallel lines to converge at the right or left side of the frame



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle “Keystoning”

Correct keystoning after the fact by using photo processing software



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle “Keystoning”

Correct keystoning in camera by using a tilt/shift or perspective control 
(PC) lens



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle “Keystoning” (original image)



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle “Keystoning” (corrected image)



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle “Keystoning”

Or use keystoning
creatively in your
compositions



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle Barrel Distortion

Barrel distortion is a 

geometric distortion 

most common in 

wide angle lenses, 

which causes an 

image to distort 

spherically outwards. 

It is most visible in 

pictures that have 

straight lines close to 

the edge of an 

image. It almost 

appears as though 

the photo has been 

wrapped around a 

curved surface.



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle Barrel Distortion

• Correct barrel distortion after the fact by 
using photo processing software.

• Correct barrel distortion in camera by 
moving farther away from the subject.



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle Barrel Distortion (original image)



Lens Perspective Distortion

Wide Angle Barrel Distortion (corrected image)



Lens Perspective Distortion

Telephoto Compression

Telephoto 
compression is 
the phenomenon 
of background 
elements 
appearing to be 
larger than they 
actually are.



Lens Perspective Distortion

Telephoto Compression

• Correct telephoto compression by using a shorter 
focal length

or

• Use telephoto compression creatively in your 
compositions



Lens Perspective Distortion

Telephoto Compression (original image)



Lens Perspective Distortion

Telephoto Compression (“corrected” image)



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



Houses of Worship

Indoors, switch to a high ISO



Stained Glass Windows

Bright indirect sunlight yields saturated colors



Stained Glass Windows

Expose for the glass, not the surroundings



Stained Glass Windows

Switch off flash to avoid glare



Architectural Details

Move close to isolate details



Architectural Details

For distant vignettes, use a telephoto lens



In the Marketplace

Get up early to catch the peak activity



In the Marketplace

Search out colorful displays and colorful characters



Friends’ Faces

Pose subjects informally to keep the mood relaxed



Friends’ Faces

Try to work in shady areas to avoid squints



Friends’ Faces

Let kids pick their own poses



Strangers’ Faces

In crowds, work from a distance with a telephoto lens



Strangers’ Faces

Try posing cooperative subjects



Strangers’ Faces

Stick with gentle lighting-it’s most flattering to faces



People at Work

Capture destination-specific occupations



People at Work

Use tools for props



Sports

Fill the frame with action



Sports

Include identifying background



Sports

Use fast shutter speeds to stop action





Shutter Speeds

Shutter speed, also known 
as “exposure time”, stands 
for the length of time a 
camera shutter is open to 

expose light into the camera 

sensor. If the shutter speed 
is fast, it can help to freeze 
action completely. If the 
shutter speed is slow, it can 
create an effect called 
“motion blur”, where 
moving objects appear 
blurred along the direction 
of the motion. 



Shutter Speeds

How to Change Shutter Speeds

For a DSLR select “S” for 
shutter priority, then turn 
the adjustment dial to select 
the desired speed. For a point-and-shoot camera, 

select Sports from the Scene or 
Picture Mode menu to freeze 
action.  (Silky water effects may 
not be possible.)



Shutter Speeds

How to Change Shutter Speeds

• Faster shutter speeds may be set by increasing 
your camera’s ISO setting and/or using a larger 
aperture.

• Slower shutter speeds may be set by decreasing 
your camera’s ISO setting and/or by using a smaller 
aperture.

• Slower shutter speeds may be set by using neutral 
density filters on your lens to reduce the amount of 
light that reaches the sensor.



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



Silly Pictures

Look for or create light-hearted situations



Silly Pictures

Don’t be inhibited



Parades and Ceremonies

Stake out a shooting spot early



Parades and Ceremonies

Show distinctive costumes



Parades and Ceremonies

Be flexible: content first, technique second





Landscape

Isolate the essence of a place



Landscape

Tell a story



Landscape

Exploit mood, weather and lighting



Panoramas

Use panoramas for sweeping vistas





Panoramas

A panorama can be made by cropping a standard image

Standard Image



Panoramas

A panorama can be made by cropping a standard image

Cropped Image



Panoramas

A panorama can be made by taking multiple overlapping images 
and “stitching” them together using photo processing software



Panoramas

A panorama 
can also be 
made as a 
vertical 
image by 
cropping or 
stitching



Panoramas
Some cell phone cameras (e.g., Apple iPhone 6s) can create 
panoramas by panning across a scene with the shutter open

Some point-and-shoot cameras (e.g., Nikon Coolpix S3100) have 
a panorama assist function



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



Mountain Scenery: Scale

Include objects of known size



Mountain Scenery: Scale

Frame distant peaks with nearby objects



Mountain Scenery: Scale

Compress space with long lenses



Mountain Scenery: Lighting

Shoot early or late; avoid midday



Mountain Scenery: Lighting

Watch for dramatic color events



Tropical Beaches

Capture expansive views



Tropical Beaches

Don’t let bright sand fool your meter





Light Metering Modes

Matrix or Evaluative

The meter divides the scene up into a 
grid and analyzes each segment for 
highlight and shadow (bright and dark) 
information.

Once that data is collected, it calculates 
the average value and bases the 
exposure on that average. 

Matrix metering works well for scenes 
that are evenly lit. It can be used as a 
go-to method for grab shots.



Light Metering Modes

Center-Weighted

This method of metering lays the most 
importance on the central portion of the 
frame, which can be as much as 75% or 
more, while little or no importance is 
given to the corners of the frame.

Use this for any scene where you want 
the primary subject to be correctly 
exposed while the rest of the image can 
be generally ignored for proper 
exposure. This is ideal for people and 
pet portrait photography, still life, 
outdoor portraits, high contrast scenes, 
product and food photography.



Light Metering Modes

Spot

This mode measures the light from a 
very small part of the scene only. The 
area measured is typically the center of 
the image, using approximately a 3 to 7 
degree range of measurement. It is 
usually less than 5% of the area of the 
frame. 

This mode works exceptionally well in 
situations where your primary subject is 
much lighter or much darker than its 
surroundings.  It is ideal for back-lit 
subjects, close-up and macro 
photography. 



Light Metering Modes

Light meters are calibrated to 
read “middle gray” as average.

18% gray 12% gray

Light meters calculate an 
average exposure value for 
your scene, causing bright 
scenes to be darker and dark 
scenes to be lighter.  They will 
try to render bright white snow 
or sand, or dark black coal as a 
shade of gray.

Overexpose bright white scenes 
by 1 or 2 stops.  Underexpose 
dark black scenes by 1 or 2 stops.



Light Metering Modes

Bright white scene with camera’s default exposure



Light Metering Modes

Bright white scene with exposure compensation



Light Metering Modes

Dark black scene 
with camera’s 
default exposure



Light Metering Modes

Dark black scene 
with exposure 
compensation



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



Tropical Beaches

Include people



Rocky Shorelines

Vary shutter speeds to freeze or blur wave action



Rocky Shorelines

Don’t overlook sea life in tidal pools



In the Desert

Look for shapes and textures



Canyons

Research the natural and social history of a locale



Canyons

Focus on a theme or geologic feature



Rain Forests and the Tropics

Go for mystique with close-ups and detail shots



Rain Forests and the Tropics

Battle low light with high ISOs and camera supports





Camera Supports

Tripod: wooden

Pros:
Good vibration reduction
Does not absorb cold

Cons:
Heavy



Camera Supports

Tripod: aluminum

Pros:
Good cost/value ratio
Lighter than wood
Very stable

Cons:
Cold to touch
Heavy to carry long distances



Camera Supports

Tripod: carbon fiber

Pros:
Generally unaffected by heat

or cold
Very lightweight

Cons:
Expensive
Light weight may cause

some instability
May be brittle when cold and

shatter when dropped (rare)



Camera Supports

Tripod Heads

Pan/Tilt

Ball

Gimbal



Camera Supports

Tabletop Tripod Gorillapod



Camera Supports

Monopod

Gorillapod

Beanbag

Car Window Mount



Camera Supports

Any stable surface



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



Rivers and Waterfalls

Use low ISOs and slow shutter speeds to blur water



Rivers and Waterfalls

Shoot from water level to heighten drama



Autumn Colors

Plan trips for peak foliage periods



Autumn Colors

Mix wide and close views for visual variety



Autumn Colors

Use lighting that accents colors or creates moods



Moonlit Landscapes

Include the moon or use only its illumination



Moonlit Landscapes

Expose landscapes several seconds or longer



Close-Ups

Look for interesting details



Close-Ups

Use macro lenses or close-up filters





Macro/Close-Ups

A macro photograph is one in which the 
size of the subject on the negative or 
image sensor is life size (1:1 magnifica-
tion ratio) or greater. However in other 
uses it refers to a finished photograph of 
a subject at greater than life size.



Macro/Close-Ups

Macro Lenses
•Continuously-variable focal length – suitable for 
virtually all macro subjects

•45–65 mm – product photography, small objects 

that can be approached closely without causing 
undesirable influence, and scenes requiring natural 
background perspective

•90–105 mm – insects, flowers, and small objects 

from a comfortable distance

•150–200 mm – insects and other small animals 

where additional working distance is required



Macro/Close-Ups

Other macro tools

Extension Tubes Close-Up Filters/Diopters



Macro/Close-Ups

Other macro tools

Focusing Rail Bellows



Macro/Close-Ups

For a point-and-shoot camera press the flower icon on 
the multi-selector or choose Close-Up from the Scene 
or Picture Mode menu.



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



Close-Ups

Minimize camera shake with high ISOs and fast shutter speeds



Under the Sea

Use underwater cameras or special housings



Under the Sea

Stay within 10 feet of the surface for the best colors



Caves and Caverns

Shoot with high ISO settings



Caves and Caverns

Use existing light in tourist caves



Domestic Animals

Show domestic and work animals in their everyday settings



Wild Animals

To photograph wildlife, research habits and habitats



Wild Animals

Be sure your camera is always ready to shoot



Zoos and Aquariums

Bring animals close with moderate telephoto lenses



Zoos and Aquariums

Disguise or exploit signs of captivity



Zoos and Aquariums

Avoid flash with glass enclosures





Daylight

Use the changing color of daylight to establish mood



Daylight

Use light direction to enhance subjects’ properties



Daylight

Match light quality to specific subjects



Dramatic Lighting

Anticipate dramatic lighting events



Dramatic Lighting

Explore before and after storms



Dramatic Lighting

Expose for highlights and sacrifice shadow areas





Filters

Circular Polarizer

Darkens blue sky when used at 
angle from the sun

Darkens foliage and increases 
color saturation by removing 
glare (good for rainbows, too)

Removes reflections from the 
surface of water and glass or 
other non-metallic surfaces.

Rotate filter to alter its strength



Filters

Circular Polarizer
Without Polarizing Filter



Filters

Circular Polarizer
With Polarizing Filter



Filters

Graduated Neutral Density

Used to balance exposures in 
scenes with two distinctly different 
areas of brightness, such as a 
landscape with bright sky in the 
background and the foreground in 
shadow.

Filter can be rotated to 
accommodate sloping 
backgrounds/foregrounds

Typically sold in 1, 2, or 3 stop 
versions



Filters

Graduated Neutral Density

Without GND Filter



Filters

Graduated Neutral Density

With GND Filter



Filters

Neutral Density/Variable Neutral Density

Used to reduce the amount of 
light that reaches the camera 
sensor

Great for slowing down shutter 
speeds for creating silky water 
effect

Typically sold in density ranges 
to remove from 1 to 10 stops of 
light

Rotate the variable filter to alter 
its strength or use individual or 
stacked non-variable ND filters



Filters

Neutral Density/Variable Neutral Density

Without Neutral Density Filter



Filters

Neutral Density/Variable Neutral Density

With Neutral Density Filter



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



Sunrise, Sunset, and Afterglow

Include a simple foreground



Sunrise, Sunset, and Afterglow

Exclude the sun when setting your exposure



Sunrise, Sunset, and Afterglow

After sunset, wait for the afterglow to color the sky



Rainbows

Find rainbows by facing away from the sun after a storm



Rainbows

Try using your camera’s auto-exposure mode



Lightning

Photograph from a safe location



Fog and Mist

Use bold shapes as focal points



Fog and Mist

Add extra exposure manually or use exposure compensation



In the Rain

Explore puddles and wet pavement for abstract designs



In the Rain

Control rain-streaking with shutter speed





Existing Light Indoors

Avoid flash; use high ISO settings and a fast lens



Museums

Check in advance regarding photo restrictions



Stage Shows and Events

Never use flash; use high ISO settings



Lights at Night

Move in close on neon signs



Fireworks

Include an interesting foreground



Using Flash

Stay within the recommended distance range



Fill Flash

Use flash to fill shadows caused by bright back light





Flash

Built into Camera/Pop-Up

DSLR Point-and-Shoot



Flash

Accessory/Hot Shoe Flash



Flash

Built-in vs Accessory

Built-in Accessory

Doesn’t need additional 

equipment

Variety to choose from

It’s always there More powerful

Uses camera’s batteries Tilt and swivel heads

Stows and goes Eliminates lens shadow and 

red eye

Less obvious Can accessorize with soft 

boxes, snoots, gels, etc.

Works with more shutter 

speeds

Can be used off camera

Uses own batteries

Has customizable settings



Flash

Distance Range (Inverse Square Law)

Light intensity varies with the square of the flash-to-subject distance

For example, light at 2x the distance is 1/4 as bright, and light at 3x 
the distance is 1/9 as bright



Flash

Distance Range (Guide Numbers)
The guide number for an electronic flash measures its ability to illuminate the 

subject to be photographed at a specific sensor sensitivity (typically ISO 100) and 

angle of view. A higher guide number indicates a more powerful flash. The guide 

number (or "GN") can be used to compute flash power, subject distance, or 

camera lens aperture for correct exposure. Look in your camera’s or flash unit’s 

instruction manual to find its guide number.

GN = f/stop x flash-to-subject distance

f/stop = GN ÷ flash-to-subject distance

Flash-to-subject distance = GN ÷ f/stop



Flash

Distance Range (Guide Numbers)
Examples @ ISO 100:

Flash-to-subject distance = GN ÷ f/stop
Flash-to-subject distance = 50 ÷ f/2
Flash-to-subject distance = 25 feet

GN for Sigma EF-500 DG Super accessory flash = 50

GN for Sigma SD14 DSLR built-in flash = 11

Flash-to-subject distance = GN ÷ f/stop
Flash-to-subject distance = 11 ÷ f/2
Flash-to-subject distance = 5.5 feet

Nikon Coolpix L28 point-and-shoot effective flash range 
(auto ISO sensitivity = 80-1600)

1 ft 8 in to 14 ft at the maximum wide angle zoom
2 ft 8 in to 6 ft 10 in at the maximum telephoto zoom



Flash

Fill Flash

Fill flash is a photographic technique used to 
brighten deep shadow areas, typically 
outdoors on sunny days, though the 
technique is useful any time the background 
is significantly brighter than the subject of the 
photograph, particularly in backlit subjects. 

To use fill flash, the aperture and shutter 
speed are adjusted to correctly expose the 
background, and the flash is fired to lighten 
the foreground.



Flash

Fill Flash (DSLR)
Use the LCD display on your accessory flash, or the on-camera LCD 
display for its pop up flash, to set exposure compensation.  EVs 
(exposure values) of -1 to -1.7 (-1 2/3) are typical for outdoor fill flash.



Flash

Fill Flash (Point-and-Shoot)
Press the lightning bolt on the camera’s multi selector button to open the 
Flash Modes menu.  Select the lightning bolt icon in the menu to force the 
flash to fire every time a picture is taken (flash strength may not be 
adjustable).



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program





Simplify

Isolate elements



Get Closer

Fill the frame tightly for maximum impact



Get Closer

Move closer physically or use a long lens



Get Closer

Continually check the viewfinder for wasted space



Choosing a Format

Add variety by mixing horizontal…



Choosing a Format

…and vertical shots



Placing the Horizon

Use low horizon placement to accent sky or clouds



Placing the Horizon

Use high placement to emphasize distance and
accent foreground elements



Placing the Horizon

Try eliminating the horizon



The Rule of Thirds

Mentally Divide the Frame into Vertical and Horizontal Thirds



The Rule of Thirds

Place Important Subjects at Thirds Intersections



The Rule of Thirds

Use Thirds Divisions to Place the Horizon



Lines

Take time to notice lines



Lines

Let lines lead the eye to the main subject



Taking Pictures Through Frames

Expose for the subject and let the frame go dark



Patterns

Find patterns in repeated shapes, colors, and lines



Textures That Touch the Eye

Capitalize on the tactile qualities of subjects



Dramatic Angles

Try dramatic angles to make ordinary subjects exciting



Silhouettes

Silhouette bold shapes against bright backgrounds



Abstract Compositions

Look for ideas in reflections, shapes, and colors



Establishing Size

Use people for scale, where possible



Color

Accentuate mood through color



Black-and-White

Emphasize graphic elements with monochromatic tones





RAW vs JPEG

What is a RAW file?

A proprietary digital camera format that contains all 
the pixel information captured by the camera's 
sensors. RAW formats give the photographer 
complete flexibility and artistic control to create the 
best result. Although the camera processes the 
captured image based on the ISO, shutter and 
aperture settings, the sensor data have not been 
interpolated, encoded and compressed. Since all of 
the data are retained, a RAW file is called “lossless.”



RAW vs JPEG

What is a JPEG file?

The term actually stands for "Joint Photographic 
Experts Group," because that is the name of the 
committee that developed the format. A JPEG is a 
compressed image file format. While JPEG images 
can contain colorful, high-resolution image data, it is 
a “lossy” format, which means some quality is lost 
when the image is compressed. If the image is 
compressed too much, the graphics become 
noticeably "blocky" and some of the detail is lost.



RAW vs JPEG

Various camera manufacturers’ RAW file extensions

Camera Brand RAW File Extensions

Sony .arw   .srf   .sr2

Canon .crw   .cr2

Kodak .dcs   .dcr   .drf   .k25   .kdc

Mamiya .mef

Minolta, Agfa .mdc

Minolta, Konica Minolta .mrw

Nikon .nef   .nrw

Olympus .orf

Pentax .pef   .ptx

Fuji .ref

Panasonic .raw   .rw2

Leica .raw   .rwl   .dng

Sigma .x3f



RAW vs JPEG

Pros and Cons

Format Pros Cons

RAW Exposure Latitude
RAW converter 

required 

Higher Dynamic 
Range 

Post Processing 
Time on the 
Computer

Digital Negative 
Limited Burst 

Capacity (7 or 9 
shots) 

No Preset White 
Balance 

Fewer Shots per 
Memory Card 

Noise Smoothing in 
software 

JPEG
More Shots per 

Burst 
White Balance Fixed

Quick Delivery Time File Compression 

No Converter Req'd 
Limited Adjustment 

Capability 

Smaller File Size 
Noise is “Built Into” 

the Image 



RAW vs JPEG

• Some DSLRs have the ability to record images 
simultaneously in both RAW and JPEG formats

• Most point-and-shoot camera’s do not offer the 
option of using the RAW format

• Whether you choose to shoot in RAW or JPEG, 
you should always shoot at the highest 
resolution that your camera will support. Select 
the resolution through your camera’s menu.



And now back to our
regularly scheduled program



My Photography Equipment



How I Carry My Equipment



References

Learn how to use your camera; read the manual!



References

Learn from the experts

www.travelphotographers.net



Submit two (2) of your travel photos in JPEG 
format for a March 12 critique session:

� Take new photos or find photos in your archives that 
illustrate something new that you learned today

� Resize the photos as follows:
• 1024 pixel maximum width for landscape format
• 683 pixel maximum height for portrait format
• 350 kb maximum file size

� Email your photos to: rmaki1948@gmail.com

Or bring any size photos with you on a USB flash drive




